The P.A.
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Your key to working with licensed and unlicensed real estate personal assistants

ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
Unlicensed Assistant Rules

Set forth below is the text for the administrative rule which gives some guidance as to what unlicensed assistants in real estate brokerage offices are allowed to do and what they are not allowed to do.

The rules should provide you with some guidance on the types of activities that can be undertaken by personal assistants without having to obtain a real estate broker’s, salesperson’s or leasing agent’s license. Remember that since by definition unlicensed assistants do not fall under the jurisdiction of the Real Estate License Act of 2000 these rules are really directed towards those licensees that use personal assistants and the tasks that they may permit unlicensed assistants to perform in assisting with the real estate brokerage business.

Thus, allowing an unlicensed assistant to engage in activities which are indicated as activities requiring a license may result in discipline against the sponsoring broker, broker or salesperson with whom the personal assistant directly works.

Section 1450.740
Unlicensed Assistants

a) Licensees under the Act may employ, or otherwise utilize the services of, unlicensed assistants to assist them with administrative, clerical or personal activities for which a license under the Act is not required. Compensation for unlicensed personal assistants cannot be transaction based.

b) An unlicensed assistant, on behalf of and under the direction of a licensee, may engage in the following administrative, clerical or personal activities without being in violation of the licensing requirements of the Act. The following list is intended to be illustrative and declarative of the Act and is not intended to increase or decrease the scope of activities for which a license is required under the Act. An unlicensed assistant of a licensee may:
   1) answer the telephone, take messages and forward calls to a licensee;
   2) submit listings and changes to a multiple listing service;
   3) follow up on a transaction after a contract has been signed;
   4) assemble documents for a closing;
   5) secure public information from a courthouse, sewer district, water district or other repository of public information;
   6) have keys made for a company listing;
   7) draft advertising copy and promotional materials for approval by a licensee;
   8) place advertising;
   9) record and deposit earnest money, security deposits and rents;
   10) complete contract forms with business and factual information at the direction of and with approval by a licensee;
   11) monitor licenses and personnel files;
   12) compute commission checks and perform bookkeeping activities;
   13) place signs on property;
   14) order items of routine repair as directed by a licensee;
15) prepare and distribute flyers and promotional information under the direction of and with approval by a licensee;
16) act as a courier to deliver documents, pick up keys, etc.;
17) place routine telephone calls on late rent payments;
18) schedule appointments for the licensee (this does not include making phone calls, telemarketing or performing other activities to solicit business on behalf of the licensee);
19) respond to questions by quoting directly from published information;
20) sit at a property for a broker tour that is not open to the public;
21) gather feedback on showings;
22) perform maintenance, engineering, operations or other building trades work and answer questions about that work;
23) provide security;
24) provide concierge services and other similar amenities to existing tenants;
25) manage or supervise maintenance, engineering, operations, building trades and security; and
26) perform other administrative, clerical and personal activities for which a license under the Act is not required.

c) An unlicensed assistant of a licensee may not perform the following activities for which a license under the Act is required. The following list is intended to be illustrative and declarative of the Act and is not intended to increase or decrease the scope of activities for which a license is required under the Act. An unlicensed assistant of a licensee may not:
1) host open houses, kiosks, or home show booths or fairs;
2) show property;
3) interpret information on listings, titles, financing, contracts, closings or other information relating to a transaction;
4) explain or interpret a contract, listing, lease agreement or other real estate document with anyone outside the licensee's company;
5) negotiate or agree to any commission, commission split, management fee or referral fee on behalf of a licensee; or
6) perform any other activity for which a license under the Act is required.

d) Any licensee who employs an unlicensed assistant shall be responsible for the actions of the unlicensed assistant taken while under the supervision of, or at the direction of, the licensee.

e) Any licensee who is responsible for the actions of an unlicensed assistant by statute, regulation, contract or office policy and who permits, aids, assists or allows an unlicensed assistant to perform any activity for which a license under the Act is required shall be in violation of the Act.

f) Stenographic, clerical, maintenance, engineering, building trades, security or office personnel not directly engaged in the practice of real estate brokerage as defined in Section 1-10 of the Act are not required to be licensed.

g) A licensee is prohibited from acting as an unlicensed assistant, as provided for in this Section, for any licensee other than his or her sponsoring broker or a licensee sponsored by the sponsoring broker.
Personal Assistants:
Two Issues to Consider

So your sponsored licensees have personal assistants. Your top licensees are pleased with the results. Their sales volume has increased, more time is available for listing calls, and clients are happy with the improved service.

Don’t forget to pay attention to legal issues inherent in using personal assistants.

This innovation has proved to be successful. However, don’t forget to pay attention to the legal issues inherent in using personal assistants.

This article will address two of the more important considerations in establishing that legal framework.

Licensed or Unlicensed
What activities will the personal assistants (P.A.s) be performing? Remember, only a licensed P.A. may perform licensed activities. Activities such as assisting in the negotiation of contracts, conducting open houses or showings of property, and attempting to list property for sale all require a real estate license. (Illinois Real Estate License Act of 2000, (“License Law”), Section 1-10). Examples of activities that an unlicensed P.A. may perform are to assemble documents for closing, take messages, write advertisements (with supervision) and place signs and advertising.

If you choose to have licensed P.A.s then you need to pay attention to the requirements of the License Law. Remember, there is no separate class of licensure for a P.A. under the License Law. As a result, all of the same guidelines that apply to all licensees apply to licensed P.A.s. It is only an internal business decision to treat a licensee as a P.A. As a licensee, the P.A. will need to have a sponsor card from a sponsoring broker. (License Law, Section 5-15). Remember that the definition of “sponsor card” is a temporary permit issued by the sponsoring real estate broker certifying that the licensee named thereon is employed by or associated by written agreement with such sponsoring real estate broker. (License Law, Section 1-10). Thus, under the License Law a licensed P.A. is sponsored by the sponsoring broker and not the licensee for whom the P.A. may work or by whom the P.A. is directed.

Section 10-20 of the License Law and Section 1450.735 of the License Law rules require the sponsoring broker to have a written agreement with all licensees sponsored by the broker. The agreement shall be dated, signed by the parties and shall cover the salient aspects of their relationship, including, but not necessarily limited to, supervision, duties, compensation and a termination process. This would also be true as to a licensed P.A. This written contract should detail the relationship between the sponsoring broker and P.A., including the responsibilities of the licensee for whom the P.A. works. Remember that Section 10-5(c) of the License Law also provides that a licensed P.A. employed by a sponsoring broker shall
only accept compensation for licensed activities from the sponsoring broker by whom the
licensee is employed. Thus, under the current License Law the licensed P.A. cannot be paid
for licensed activities by the licensee who uses that P.A. The sponsoring broker also accepts
ultimate responsibility for the supervision of those licensees sponsored by the broker,
including P.A.s. (License Law, Sections 10-20; Rules, Section 1450.705).

As this discussion illustrates, the decision of whether the P.A. should be licensed or
unlicensed impacts more than the question of whether the P.A. can engage in licensed
activities. Issues of compensation and contracting are also impacted by the License Law.

**Employee or Independent Contractor**

With the historical precedent of real estate salespeople being treated as independent
contractors, the natural inclination is to treat P.A.s as independent contractors for tax
purposes. However, this issue should be closely examined by you and your accounting and/or
legal advisors.

If the P.A. is unlicensed it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to treat them as an
independent contractor. Under the License Law, the unlicensed P.A. cannot be compensated
by the payment of commissions for licensed activities. Thus, the unlicensed P.A. cannot meet
the test for statutory non-employee which requires a real estate license and the receipt of
“substantially all” of one’s compensation from sales activities in order to be treated for tax
purposes as an independent contractor.

Since the statutory non-employee provisions of the Internal Revenue Code cannot be met, the
unlicensed P.A. must meet the traditional tests for an independent contractor. One of the key
areas of consideration is control over the activities of the P.A. The mere title, personal
assistant, seems to indicate control over the activities of the P.A. If the P.A. is intended to
relieve licensees of some of their responsibilities and duties there is probably a need to retain
direction and control as to hours and work to be done. These would indicate an employee
relationship. If the unlicensed P.A. is an employee then there are obligations as to tax
withholdings, including federal and state income tax, FICA, FUTA and state unemployment
and workers compensation. Failure to withhold or pay these amounts may result in claims for
back taxes against either the employing or sponsoring broker.

Even if your P.A.s are licensed you must take a close look at whether they should be treated
as employees or independent contractors. To be treated as an independent contractor the P.A.
must either qualify under traditional tests to determine independent contractor or employee
status or meet the IRS statutory non-employee status of (1) having a license, (2) receiving
“substantially all” (90%) of compensation from sales or other activities, other than number of
hours worked, and (3) having a written contract with the broker which says the P.A. is not an
employee and is responsible for paying their own taxes. The IRS traditional tests cover more
independent contractor issues such as who trains the P.A., where is the work performed, are
there set hours, how is the P.A. paid and is there control over when, where and how the work
is performed.
It is very important to carefully analyze this issue because of the potential ramifications of not properly withholding taxes or paying FICA and unemployment taxes. If you decide that a licensed P.A. is going to be an independent contractor or statutory non-employee a good suggestion would be that there be a written contract between the sponsoring broker and P.A. indicating the P.A. is an independent contractor and not an employee. The contract should also provide who, the sponsoring broker or assisted licensee, is going to be responsible for compensating the P.A. Remember, that the License Law requires the sponsoring broker to pay compensation to licensees for licensed activities. If the assisted licensee is going to pay an unlicensed P.A. then there should also be a written contract between the assisted licensee and the P.A. detailing that the P.A. is an employee and how the P.A. will be compensated and a written agreement between the sponsoring broker and the assisted licensee who is responsible for the P.A. This contract should provide for that licensee’s responsibility for all taxes, benefits, expenses and similar items related to the P.A. and an indemnification of the sponsoring broker by the assisted licensee.
The IRS Independent Contractor v. Employee Guidelines

The IRS, in determining whether a person is an independent contractor or an employee for tax purposes looks at the following areas:

- Behavioral control
  - Instructions
  - Training
- Financial control
  - Investment
  - Expenses
  - Profit/loss – who bears
- Relationship of the parties
  - Employee benefits – who provides
  - Written contract – intention

Under these three (3) main categories the IRS has a series of questions and considerations which should help evaluate the status of the worker’s classification.

For more on this go to “independent contractor or employee…” IRS publication 1779 (Rev. 8-2008).
Benefits for Personal Assistants
Is your P.A. entitled to broker-provided employee benefits?

One of the issues surrounding the use of personal assistants (P.A.s) is whether or not they should receive broker-provided employee benefits. Generally, if the P.A.s in your office are licensed P.A.s who have contracts with the sponsoring broker as independent contractors, then those P.A.s will generally not receive any benefits other than what any licensee sponsored by the sponsoring broker might receive. However, this will change if the P.A.s, whether licensed or unlicensed, are treated as employees or if your P.A.s are unlicensed even though you treat them as independent contractors.

P.A.s that are treated as employees will be entitled to benefits such as workers compensation, unemployment compensation, fringe benefits granted to other employees such as vacations, sick leave days or holidays and other similar benefits. For example, you should look at the health insurance benefits, pension or profit sharing plans and disability insurance provided for employees. If those benefits are broker provided for the typical employee in your office then the P.A. may also be entitled to those very same benefits. You need to look at the terms of the plans you have established, such as hours worked per week or length of service, for each of those benefits to see if the P.A. qualifies and to any relevant tax law provisions dealing with discrimination between employees in providing these benefits.

Also, you need to be aware that even if your unlicensed P.A.s are being treated as independent contractors, they may still be entitled to workers compensation benefits and unemployment compensation benefits. In particular, the Illinois Workers Compensation Act includes a provision in Section 1 providing that “the term ‘employee’ does not include persons performing services as real estate broker, broker-salesman, or salesman when such persons are paid a commission only”.

Thus, the exemption which exists today under the Illinois Workers Compensation Act is not one for independent contractors but is one established for those individuals licensed under the Real Estate License Act of 2000. Similarly, the Illinois Unemployment Insurance Act in Section 217 states that “the term ‘employment’ shall not include services performed as a real estate salesman to the extent that such services are compensated for by commission.” (820 ILCS 405/217).

Thus, unless another exemption can be found under these Acts for your unlicensed P.A.s, treating them as independent contractors will not allow you to avoid providing workers compensation and employment compensation benefits for those individuals.
Questions and Answers

Q. Are my personal assistants covered by my Errors and Omissions (E&O) Insurance?
No uniform answer can be given to this question. First, you need to look to the specific provisions of your policy to see what terms, if any, would provide for the coverage or lack of coverage for personal assistants. For example, your E & O policy may indicate that it provides coverage for employees and thus it would cover those personal assistants who are your employees. Second, talk to your insurance broker or insurance company in regard to this question. Make sure that you identify to your insurance broker or company whether the personal assistants are licensed or unlicensed and the types of work they would be doing. It is very important for the broker to ascertain that there is coverage for the sponsoring broker for the actions of the personal assistants, whether they be licensed or unlicensed, because the sponsoring broker may ultimately be held responsible for the actions of the personal assistants.

Q. What is the sponsoring broker’s responsibility for personal assistants?
You really need to analyze this question on several different levels. These different levels would include responsibility under the Real Estate License Act of 2000 (“License Law”), responsibility under common law for the acts, omissions or representations of personal assistants, and whether the responsibility of the sponsoring broker varies based upon the personal assistant being an independent contractor or employee.

Q. Could you first address the issue of responsibility under the License Law?
Yes. Under the License Law the sponsoring broker is responsible for the supervision of all licensees sponsored by that sponsoring broker. Thus, if a personal assistant is licensed, the personal assistant will be a sponsored licensee of the sponsoring broker. As such, the sponsoring broker will be ultimately responsible under the License Law for the supervision of that personal assistant and the failure to provide that supervision could result in disciplinary action being taken against the sponsoring broker.

If the personal assistants are unlicensed, then the sponsoring broker will not have that same responsibility of supervision under the License Law. However, if those unlicensed personal assistants through their affiliation with the sponsoring broker engage in activities which would be construed as requiring a license, the sponsoring broker may be faced with disciplinary action for assisting an unlicensed person to engage in a licensed activity. Thus, the sponsoring broker cannot simply remove himself or herself or itself from a position of responsibility under the License Law by having unlicensed personal assistants.

Q. Leaving aside the License Law, what is the sponsoring broker’s potential common law responsibility for the acts, omissions or representations of personal assistants?
The sponsoring broker will generally have responsibility for the acts of that broker’s employees done in the course of their employment for the sponsoring broker. This would include personal assistants acting as employees. It is a general rule of law in Illinois that the employer is responsible for the acts of an employee that are performed within the scope of
employment. Thus, if the personal assistant is an employee of a sponsored licensee of the sponsoring broker, then that sponsored licensee needs to make sure that he/she has the necessary insurance coverage, including errors and omissions insurance, to protect him/her from financial loss if there is a lawsuit filed as a result of the actions of a personal assistant.

If the personal assistants are treated as independent contractors, they will generally be licensed and will be a sponsored licensees of the sponsoring broker. In Illinois, the sponsoring broker has generally been held to be responsible for the negligent or tortious acts of their sponsored licensees, even though they are treated as independent contractors, if those actions occurred within the course of the licensees acting as real estate brokers. However, this has not been universally true in Illinois cases.

Generally, the sponsoring broker will also be responsible for any contract action brought against the brokerage company because of the acts or representations of a licensed personal assistant.

If the actions of the personal assistant impact on the area of the civil rights of buyers or sellers or other areas similarly covered by federal statute, then the sponsoring broker could generally be responsible for the actions of the personal assistant, licensed or unlicensed, who violate those statutes.

Q. Can I avoid this liability by having a contract with the personal assistant?
Although there should be some type of contract that describes your relationship with the personal assistant, that contract will probably not allow the sponsoring broker to avoid liability altogether for the actions of the personal assistant. As between the sponsoring broker and the assisted licensee, the contract could spell out who is to purchase insurance and the responsibility of the assisted licensee for helping to pay for any cost of defense, or other similar types of expenses that a sponsoring broker might incur in litigation. However, that contract will generally not change the responsibility of the sponsoring broker to third parties.

Q. Are written contracts advisable when personal assistants are used?
There are several different types of contracts which would not only be beneficial but also required when dealing with personal assistants. These contracts may take several different forms. If the personal assistant is licensed, under the License Law there must be an independent contractor/employment agreement between the sponsoring broker and the personal assistant. This independent contractor/employment agreement will specify the responsibilities and duties of the personal assistant, the benefits to be received by the personal assistant, how the personal assistant would be compensated and who would supervise the personal assistant along with any other License Law requirements.

The sponsoring broker may also want to add provisions or an addendum to the independent contractor/employment agreement of the licensee for whom the personal assistant is actually working. This addendum or amendment would detail the agreement between the sponsoring broker and the licensee as to the responsibilities of the licensee in regard to the supervision or training of the personal assistant, whether the licensee has any financial obligation as regards the payment of the personal assistant, and may include an indemnification or hold harmless...
agreement from the licensee to the sponsoring broker should the licensee fail to perform as specified in the contract as it relates to the personal assistant.

If the personal assistant is working directly for the sponsored licensee, then there should be an agreement between the sponsoring broker and the sponsored licensee providing for that relationship. Again, that contract should detail at least the responsibilities of the sponsored licensee with regard to the supervision, training, and compensation of the personal assistant. The agreement between the sponsoring broker and the sponsored licensee may also require the sponsored licensee to have a written agreement with the personal assistant. The sponsoring broker may well want to have a copy of the agreement between the sponsored licensee and the personal assistant in the office files in order to assure the sponsoring broker that the proper relationship has been established.

Q. Is there a form of contract that we should be using?
There really is no particular form of contract that you need to use. You really need to consult with your own business attorney concerning these contracts and develop an appropriate contract for your own situation. Samples of several types of contracts are included with these materials. However, they will have to be modified to reflect your own office policies and procedures.

Q. There is no employment contract included. Why is that?
First, no employment contract is included because most unlicensed P.A.s may have no employment contract, as is standard with most employees, or the contract is one which really needs to be tailored to your individual situation. Second, whether a licensed P.A. is a statutory non-employee (independent contractor) or employee will depend on the facts of your situation and the agreement may need to be tailored to fit your situation.

Q. Can a licensed personal assistant be an employee of one of the sponsoring broker’s sponsored licensees?
No.

Q. Can an unlicensed personal assistant be an employee of the sponsoring broker or a sponsored licensee?
Yes. The License Law imposes no constraints on an unlicensed personal assistant being an employee of a sponsored licensee.

Q. Who actually issues the check to the personal assistant?
If the personal assistant is a licensee all compensation for licensed activities should be paid by the sponsoring broker. This would generally require the check to be issued by the sponsoring broker. Unlicensed personal assistants may be compensated by either the sponsoring broker or the assisted licensee. However, the check should be issued by the employer of the personal assistant, whomever that may be.
Q. I don’t have a written policy on personal assistants. Do you suggest that we develop such a policy?
Prudence dictates that you develop a written office policy concerning personal assistants. License Law requires sponsoring brokers to have written office policies anyway. This would be one subject covered.

Q. What types of items should be dealt with in that policy?
The following are suggestions as to the types of issues that ought to be dealt with in an office policy on personal assistants:
(a) Whether personal assistants must be licensed;
(b) If unlicensed assistants are to be allowed then what kinds of functions can they perform;
(c) Who will be responsible for the training of personal assistants;
(d) Any other particular office policies or procedures that are applicable to personal assistants, such as:
   • desk and office space assignment,
   • MLS privileges (check your local MLS rules for MLS access and lockbox privileges),
   • equipment privileges (fax machine, computer, typewriters, copiers, etc.),
   • advertising rules,
   • participation in sales contests and promotional programs,
   • sales meeting attendance requirements,
   • office expenses (telephone, coffee, advertising, or other monthly expenses shared by other sponsored licensees);
(e) Any policy related to the basis for compensation of personal assistants;
(f) Whether licensed personal assistants may advertise;
(g) Whether personal assistants may sign documents on behalf of the sponsoring broker;
(h) Any limitations that you would like to place upon the role of the personal assistant;
(i) To whom the personal assistant would report (sponsored licensee or sponsoring broker); and
(j) A policy on whether a personal assistant can be treated as an independent contractor or must be treated as an employee.

Q. Must the personal assistants who are employees receive the same benefits as other employees of the sponsoring broker?
In order to answer this question you need to look at your own policies and benefit plans. You may have adopted pension and profit sharing plans as well as other fringe benefits plans the availability of which is based upon the number of years or hours of service of an individual employee. To the extent that the personal assistant qualifies under these standards, the personal assistant would also be entitled to receive those benefits.

If you are considering changing these qualifications and standards, you need to consult with your tax adviser as to the tax impact, if any, there may be upon the deductibility of fringe benefits or the qualification of a retirement plan if there is discrimination as between employees in providing those benefits. Discrimination as between employees can cause the loss of the tax benefits that would otherwise accrue from the plan.
Q. Can I avoid having the personal assistant receive the broker-provided employee benefits by making the personal assistant an employee of the sponsored licensee?

It is very possible that you can avoid having the personal assistant receive broker-provided employee benefits by making your sponsored licensee the employer. Typically, this will only be true for an unlicensed personal assistant. However, you must then be concerned about what secondary liability you may have if the sponsored licensee does not properly withhold for taxes or unemployment insurance or otherwise comply with state and federal requirements.

Q. If the personal assistant is licensed, can his/her license be held at a referral or holding company (in order to avoid payment of membership dues and fees at the local board of REALTORS®), but perform unlicensed activities for the sponsoring broker of a separate but related company?

No. Section 1450.740 (g) in the License Law Rules prohibits a licensee from acting as an unlicensed assistant for any other broker. As a result, whether the licensee is engaged in licensed activities or not, the licensee may only work for one real estate brokerage office at any given time.

Q. May an unlicensed personal assistant make cold calls on behalf of his/her supervising licensee?

The rules specifically provide that an unlicensed personal assistant may not make phone calls, telemarket or perform other activities in an effort to solicit business on behalf of a licensee. The unlicensed P.A. may set appointments for the assisted licensee with existing clients but may not solicit for new business.
Sample Contracts

These will need to be modified to reflect your own office policies and procedures

SAMPLE
UNLICENSED ASSISTANT AGREEMENT*

This agreement is entered into this ___ day of ___________, 20___, by and between
________________________________, known as “Assisted Licensee”,
________________________________, known as “Personal Assistant”, and
________________________, known as “Sponsoring Broker”;

WHEREAS, Assisted Licensee has advised Sponsoring Broker of Assisted Licensee’s desire to retain an unlicensed personal assistant; and

WHEREAS, Personal Assistant is interested in working for Assisted Licensee; and

WHEREAS, Assisted Licensee will be the employer of the Personal Assistant.

For and in consideration of their mutual promises and covenants, the parties agree as follows:

1. Personal Assistant represents that he/she will be an employee of Assisted Licensee.

2. Personal Assistant agrees that he/she will not be considered as an employee, associate or independent contractor of Sponsoring Broker. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge that permission has been granted for Personal Assistant to utilize space in Sponsoring Broker’s sales office solely for the convenience of Assisted Licensee.

3. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that Sponsoring Broker is not responsible for Personal Assistant’s earnings, withholdings, Workers’ Compensation, unemployment insurance or any of the other employee benefits and/or obligations normally existing between and employer and employee.

4. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that Sponsoring Broker will not be held liable for any expenses or any unpaid compensation, employment-related claims, insurance claims, benefit claims, legal defense, or any other obligations that might arise because of Personal Assistant’s association with Assisted Licensee. All payment due Personal Assistant for services, costs, reimbursement, or any other reasons must be paid to Personal Assistant directly by Assisted Licensee and shall not be paid by Sponsoring Broker.
5. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree to hold Broker harmless for any loss, injury or damage to Personal Assistant, Personal Assistant’s property or any third party as a result of Personal Assistant’s services or activities on or off Sponsoring Broker’s premises.

6. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that Personal Assistant will not be used to provide services for any activities which require a real estate license under the Real Estate License Act of 2000 as from time to time amended. Attached hereto is a list of those services approved for unlicensed assistants by the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation. Personal Assistant and Assisted Licensee acknowledge that they have read this list and agree that Personal Assistant will not engage in any activity which is not listed as a permitted unlicensed activity without first getting prior written permission from Sponsoring Broker.

7. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant also acknowledge that Sponsoring Broker’s consent to this arrangement is subject to change or revocation at any time.

8. Assisted Licensee agrees to provide Sponsoring Broker with such information as Sponsoring Broker requests from time to time to assure itself that Assisted Licensee is complying with the terms of this Agreement.

9. Assisted Licensee agrees to secure errors and omission insurance and general liability insurance covering the actions or omissions of Personal Assistant. Assisted Licensee agrees to provide Sponsoring Broker with certificates of insurance or copies of policies evidencing this insurance.

Name of Sponsoring Broker

By: __________________________
    Authorized Representative

________________________
    Personal Assistant

________________________
    Assisted Licensee

*NOTE: This Agreement is for use only when the Personal Assistant is unlicensed and will be employed by the licensee for whom the Personal Assistant is working. This Agreement is not an employment agreement but an agreement between the Sponsoring Broker, Assisted Licensee and unlicensed Personal Assistant providing for the fact that the Assisted Licensee will be the employer. No separate employment agreement between the Assisted Licensee and unlicensed Personal Assistant would be required by the Real Estate License Act of 2000.
SAMPLE

AGREEMENT FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANT*

This agreement is entered into this _____ day of ___________________, 20_____, by and between ______________________________, known as “Assisted Licensee”, ______________________________, known as “Personal Assistant”, and ______________________________, known as “Sponsoring Broker”, for the purpose of providing the framework to allow for the retention of a personal assistant.

WHEREAS, the Assisted Licensee is interested in retaining the assistance of a person in the business of real estate sales; and

WHEREAS, the Personal Assistant is interested in assisting the Assisted Licensee in the conduct of the Assisted Licensee’s real estate sales business; and

WHEREAS, Sponsoring Broker is the sponsoring broker for both Assisted Licensee and the Personal Assistant.

For and in consideration of their mutual promises and covenants, the parties agree as follows:

1. Assisted Licensee, Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker acknowledge that each are duly licensed in the State of Illinois as real estate salespersons or brokers. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge and represent that they are “qualified real estate agents” under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code. All parties agree that each will maintain his/her real estate salesperson or broker’s license on an active basis for the duration of this agreement.

2. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge that each of their licenses is sponsored by Sponsoring Broker and that each will conduct real estate sales activity in the name of Sponsoring Broker and on behalf of Sponsoring Broker.

3. Pursuant to a separate agreement between Personal Assistant and Assisted Licensee, Personal Assistant has agreed to assist, aid and work with Assisted Licensee for the purpose of listing and selling real estate. Personal Assistant agrees not to conduct business in his/her own name and that any personal leads, contacts, customers or clients of Personal Assistant will be handled in the name of Assisted Licensee and assisted by Personal Assistant.

4. Sponsoring Broker agrees to compensate Personal Assistant by splitting the commissions or other amounts due Assisted Licensee on the basis of the agreement between Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant. Assisted Licensee agrees to furnish Sponsoring Broker a copy of a written agreement between Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant specifying their relationships and the amount or percentage of each commission to be paid to Personal Assistant. If the amount or percentage agreed to by Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant
changes, Assisted Licensee must furnish the Sponsoring Broker a copy of the written agreement or amendment which changes such compensation. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that all compensation to Personal Assistant for any activities of Personal Assistant which require a real estate sales or broker license shall be paid only by the Sponsoring Broker.

5. On all transactions originated by the Assisted Licensee or Personal Assistant, the amount of commission that is split or shared with Personal Assistant will be credited only to Assisted Licensee for purposes of calculating any additional compensation, bonus or other award/bonus programs, as those programs may be constituted by Sponsoring Broker or others at any given time.

6. Assisted Licensee, Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker agree that this agreement is supplementary to the independent contractor agreements signed by Assisted Licensee with Sponsoring Broker and by Personal Assistant with Sponsoring Broker. Consistent with those agreements, Assisted Licensee, Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker agree and provide that the relationship defined in those agreements and the relationship defined in this agreement shall be one of independent contractor and Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant shall not be considered employees of Sponsoring Broker and that the parties intend that Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant are qualified real estate agents under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code. Further, Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree, consistent with the terms of their separate agreements, that their relationship shall be one of independent contractor and that Personal Assistant shall not be considered the employee of Assisted Licensee.

7. Assisted Licensee agrees to be responsible for the supervision and direction of Personal Assistant in the performance of all licensed activities. Assisted Licensee agrees to indemnify and hold Sponsoring Broker harmless for any and all fines and penalties assessed by the appropriate licensing authority against the Sponsoring Broker for failure to provide adequate supervision to the Personal Assistant or for the violation by the Personal Assistant of the provisions of the Real Estate License Act of 2000, as from time to time amended, and the rules promulgated pursuant to that Act.

8. This agreement shall be terminated under the following conditions:
   a. Assisted Licensee fails to maintain an active real estate license in Illinois.
   b. Personal Assistant fails to maintain an active real estate license in Illinois.
   c. Assisted Licensee and/or Personal Assistant are no longer licensed with Sponsoring Broker.
   d. Any party gives written notice to any other party that the agreement is terminated.
*NOTE: This is a sample three way agreement between the Sponsoring Broker, the Personal Assistant and the Licensee the Personal Assistant will assist. The provisions of this sample agreement may need to be modified to fit your office policies and practices. This agreement assumes the Personal Assistant is licensed and an independent contractor. Other agreements needed will be an agreement between the Personal Assistant and the Assisted Licensee and the usual form of independent contractor agreement between the Assisted Licensee and the Sponsoring Broker and the Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker. A written employment agreement of independent contractor agreement between a licensed Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker is required by the License Law whether the licensed Personal Assistant engages in licensed activities or not (Section 10-20 (d)).
SAMPLE

AGREEMENT FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANT*

This agreement is entered into this _________ day of _____________________, 20______, by and between _____________________________, known as “Assisted Licensee” and ___________________________________, known as “Personal Assistant” for the purpose of providing the framework to allow the parties to work in conjunction with each other in the real estate brokerage business.

WHEREAS, the Assisted Licensee wants to retain the assistance of a person in the business of real estate sales; and

WHEREAS, the Personal Assistant is interested in assisting the Assisted Licensee in the conduct of the Assisted Licensee’s real estate sales business;

For and in consideration of their mutual promises and covenants, the parties agree as follows:

1. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge that each are duly licensed in the State of Illinois. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge and represent that they are “qualified real estate agents” under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code. All parties agree that each will maintain his/her real estate license on an active basis for the duration of this agreement.

2. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant acknowledge that both of their licenses are sponsored by ___________________________________ (Sponsoring Broker) and that they will conduct real estate sales activity in the name of Sponsoring Broker in an independent contractor relationship as qualified real estate agents under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code.

3. Personal Assistant agrees to assist, aid and work with Assisted Licensee for the purpose of listing and selling real estate. Personal Assistant agrees not to conduct business in his/her own name and that any personal leads, contacts, customers or clients of Personal Assistant will be handled in the name of Assisted Licensee.

4. Personal Assistant agrees that he/she will be compensated by Sponsoring Broker splitting commissions due Assisted Licensee on the basis of this agreement. On transactions originated by the Assisted Licensee, Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that Personal Assistant will receive ________________ of every commission earned from a sale of listing of Assisted Licensee. On transactions originated by the Personal Assistant, Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree that Personal Assistant will receive _______________ of the total commission due an agent from Sponsoring Broker per Sponsoring Broker’s then published commission schedule for sale or listing. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant must notify Sponsoring Broker in writing of the originating agent on each transaction of the parties. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree
that all compensation to Personal Assistant for any activities which require a real estate sale’s or broker’s license shall be paid only by Sponsoring Broker. The parties agree that a copy of this agreement shall be furnished to Sponsoring Broker.

5. On all transaction originated by the Assisted Licensee or Personal Assistant, the amount of commission this is split or shared with Personal Assistant will be credited only to Assisted Licensee for purposes of calculating any additional compensation, bonus or other award/bonus programs, as those programs may be constituted by Sponsoring Broker or others at any given time.

6. Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant specifically agree that this agreement is supplementary to the Sponsoring Broker-Salesperson Agreement and Agreement for Personal Assistant signed by Assisted Licensee, Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker. Consistent with those agreements, Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant agree and provide that the relationship defined in those agreements and the relationship defined in this agreement shall be one of independent contractor and Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant shall not be considered employees of Sponsoring Broker and that the parties intend that Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant are qualified real estate agents under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code. Further, Assisted Licensee and Personal Assistant specifically agree under the terms of this agreement, that their relationship shall be one of independent contractor, that Personal Assistant shall not be considered an employee of Assisted Licensee and that Personal Assistant shall be a qualified real estate agent under Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code.

7. Assisted Licensee agrees to be responsible for the supervision and direction of Personal Assistant in the performance of all licensed activities.

8. This agreement shall be terminated under the following conditions:

a. Assisted Licensee fails to maintain an active real estate license in Illinois
b. Personal Assistant fails to maintain an active real estate license in Illinois.
c. Assisted Licensee and/or Personal Assistant are no longer licensed with Sponsoring Broker.
d. Any party gives written notice to the other party that the agreement is terminated.

__________________________
Assisted Licensee

__________________________
Personal Assistant

*NOTE: This is a sample two way agreement between the Personal Assistant and the Licensee that the Personal Assistant will assist. The provisions of this sample agreement may need to be modified to fit your office policies and practices. This agreement assumes the Personal Assistant is licensed and treated as an independent contractor. Other agreements needed will be an agreement between the Personal Assistant, the Assisted Licensee and the Sponsoring Broker and the usual form of independent contractor agreement between the Assisted Licensee and the Sponsoring Broker and the Personal Assistant and Sponsoring Broker. A written employment agreement or independent contractor agreement between a licensed Personal Assistant and the Sponsoring Broker is required by the License Law whether the licensed Personal Assistant engages in licensed activities or not (Section 10-20 (d)).
NOTES